TOFS Men’s Fourball Match Play Event
COST - $5.00 per player
Challenge is open to all TOFS members
Sign up Individually or as a team, by December 2 5 ,
minimum combined handicap of 15
Each player pays $5.00 to participate in the event, collected by envelope given to the coordinator. Green
fees will still apply as per the Proshop. Championship side receives 60%, Consolation side 40%
Format: Four Ball Match Play- 1 low net between you and your partners score against your opponent’s
1 low net. The team that wins the hole is awarded 1 point, if the hole results in a tie, then the hole is
'halved' and no points are awarded to either team.
Low handicap player receives 0 strokes, remaining 3 players receive their handicap minus the low handicap.
Points are totaled at the end of the round to determine the winner. The team with the most points wins
the match. Matches cannot end in a tie, therefore, additional holes must be played in a sudden death
format
until a winner is established. (You are required to check with the Proshop or starter before playing
additional holes.)
Full handicaps as established and posted by the TOFS League are to be used, they may change during the
event.
Event is ongoing throughout the season; however, matches must be played by the deadline on the
schedule, which will be posted on the website and in the Proshop or be forfeited by the team not willing
or able to meet the deadline. It is your responsibility to check the schedule and arrange your match. No
notifications will be sent out. Matches may be played during Tuesday league or as organized by the
participants.
Winners in the round advance to the next round on the Championship side, while the loser of the first
round will advance on the Consolation side. After the second game, winners on both the Championship
and Consolation sides continue until they lose a game or reach the end of the competition.
Teams are guaranteed to play at least two games.
You may use substitutes in the event of a scheduling conflict, however the sub must have a handicap
within 5 strokes+/- of the player being replaced while maintaining the minimum handicap requirement of
15.
Winners in each match are responsible for updating the schedule in the proshop, once the match is
completed. The online bracket sheets will also be updated.
Pace of play is important, so if a hole is conceded, please pick up a nd proceed to the next hole without
holing out. Write down a reasonable score for the hole.
Putts may be given by the opposing team and must be picked up if given.
Champions and Consolation winners will be celebrated at the Year End windup. Any disputes to be settled by the Proshop and the coordinator.

Tournament is competitive, but meant to be fun, so please enjoy.

